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↑alousDissipation ofEnergy D

The fundamental postulate ofKolmogoror's 1941) theory,
the "zeroth law ofturbulenceis a nourvanishingdissipuien

2u +u.yu = -7p +vAu +ftu =0

For dimensions dx3, theonly known apriori
controlled quantities which are controlledis from

2(2(up) +2.(u(tmp +p) - Uxz(u(2) = - w(u)
2

+f.u

provided thesolution is smooth. Thus

(x) (z(nay= - .((7u)dx +ffindx
↑d ⑮d ↑d

Gives apriorcontrol ofthe solution in

u t (l[iHy

Leray (1934)
used this energy balance for a

suitable approximation scheme combined with

a compactness argument to prove existence

ofa global-in-time weak solution ofNS

· These satisfy() with E.



②
Whatis known is the equality (Duchan-Robert, 2000)

*2 V

2(tm) +1.(n)( +p) -pin) =z(yu) - Ptu]
V

# n.f

where the(x,t-distribution DIn] is defined by
a weak form of the Karman-Howarth-Monin relation:

(D[u](X,t) = e,mt(Xq(r).fu(x,t)|fu(x,t
↑d x=

I

where (U(x,1) =n(x +v, f) - u(x,5) and (v) =14()

POR show thedistributional limit of 1.x objects
is independent of the choice of 4.

Moreover, itis nonnegative. Itis
a measure

Assume on. Then, we have a 4th
law:

DIn] =
lim (r(up +DInY)
V70

Inertia dissipation anomalous
ofEuler solution visions dissipation



③ Sreenivasan, 1998 Pearson, Krogstad, de Water, 2001

4/5th Law:

Kameda atal 2003 Iger et al, 2000.



⑲
Measures

AnomalousDissipation

All take the form T.T5 = -D
↑

positive measure

a Incompressible Euler from NS u -> 1
2

TV=(zmp,(E +p(u)D = 1= - (a)

· Transported sculars 18"(?C.
2 5 +u.78 =kA5

1

TJ =(82nOY, D =11m.k(DGR

· Compressible Euler

Gl +1.(fu)
=0

2(u)=7. (gyon
+pI) =0

8
+5 X.((p +E)h) = 0

TJ =(s,us) D =eMzz8 Dissipatioon

· Navier-Stokes also!"Smolto piece"vIDal +
X 1

rough piece DIn].



im..
N(S) =# of cubes ofsize 8 which cover S

dimp (s) =d

dim, (s) = In ANse eig N1Sin5d

Supper and lower with limsup,
limint)

Hausdorff dimension dy(s) is a more measure

theoretic notion. Basic difference
is one can

cover withballs ofradius IS,
notjust=8. thus

dim, (s)- dim(5)
I timp(s)

⑮

Crational Its have dimpto, dimin)

In following statements, you can just
think Box counting.



⑥

Menereau & 199)

Sreenivasua

Theestimate that

climp (dissipation)
=3.87

Occurring on a
fractal set.Any restrictions?



⑦

Theorem:Bounded weak solutions ofany
-

of those equations, on domains I

which produce entropy anomalously, have

dimy (SptP)
xd.

&space-time

Remark: Dissipation measure on bonded doman is

defined asa positusmeasures M(5x50,57)
s.f.

JSZT20+(+plnO] dxd+= SfddDT
for all PEC,(2x50,53). This can be established

for limits of strong sins of NS.

Remark. Theorem holds assuming me (P. then

dimy (SptD( ,
d+1 - 1

Also, ifwell, there are results which can

optimize withnon isotropic fausdruffmeasure.



Examples Burgers equation:n: TxR ->1

24 +ub,u
=v8Yu

Remarks: a for vso, model is globally wellposed
· for vio, model shocks in finitetime.

v +1 +1

[V(x,y)) =v(,u"12

* =30 n)f(x)
1 B
-L

Dissipation happening atpoints moving atin time,

⑭cimisnics
-

enter
M shocksurface:codimension

↑ M I at east time.

↑ A
M

smoothevotring

dimyCentropy prod)
=d.



⑨
Example:

CP. Elgindi - Iyer.Tears
Constructions: Columpo-Crippa-Sovella)

- ⑭ = MMMMM
↑1

*

p *D0N
t =0 x=1

278 +4.10
=kA5

↑SKIDOlYd37,230
o

All thedissipation is happening
at one time.

Similar constructions for
Naviers Stokes, 12th dim)

Sarae-DeLellis,
Bruz-Columbo-Crippa-DeCellis

- Sovella

In all cases,our
result shows thatat time,

dissipation is full measure
in space:

dim, (diss) =
d



⑩

#ofproof.

theorem:(Fostman):Let be
a pos Bovel measure

On BX. Let6.30 and assume
* (x,ti-SptM,

and and
5-10,Sol,

((Bj(x,y)=
w(sSS

where w/63. Then M
is abs-coutwirit. As

Ifw/s) is a modulus, M
1A) =0 for any powel set

ASt HS(A)**. E.g. Since inontrival plsptplzo.

dimp (Spt() TS.

Assume M=
dirU is a locally position measure.

Fix x-IR and letI be
catof localizing

to Bjx St. X51 on By(x) and tiles.

↑(B,(X)) ESid Xj(x)d( =
- (X.pXj(x)dx

4/ Pascal

⑪
= DNlBeSS (S1x1)" q

= 1

=W(28)jdf
- I

=>dimp(Sptn) Tdt - 1



Thank-you!



Obtaining boundary dissipation measure

A closed set
+

· LetS =2 x10,T)

& Consider c"/5) (normed space
with suproval

& Consider sequence of
functionals a (ICS)

given by integral ofdissipation (indeed by v),

times any
testfunction (-ce(s).

call this FTP = jS of radyds.

· this functional belongs todual
of CCs).

Endow with weak-* topology

· Having dissipation bounded in
1 spacetime

gives that to is a bounded sequence

offunctionals on
the duel.

Banach - Alaogla implies subsequence converging

to a functial
Ibelonging to some goal.

· Since along geg F
is positos, t is positive.

Apply Riezs on COS) => pos measure MouS
5.7. =(4) =S0dp.


